Solutions for commercial buildings
Australia

Energising tomorrow’s
buildings today.

When the project is critical, contractors,
architects and facility managers turn to Eaton.
Eaton helps customers
be more energy efficient
through a portfolio of
solutions dedicated to
enabling sustainable
businesses.

Eaton provides over 100 years of industry experience. We offer the widest complete
electrical solution for commercial buildings – from fire systems and lighting to power
distribution and control. We’re also a market leader in emergency lighting and lead the
way in electrical safety with over 80 solutions for protecting people and assets, including
arc flash prevention technology.
Our breadth of solutions and services make us an ideal partner to help you meet the
challenging demands of today’s commercial buildings. With a unique mix, from electrical
distribution infrastructure to lighting, safety and fire systems, Eaton provides one
complete offering that meets local standards when and where you need it.

Global expertise to provide the tailored solutions
needed to reduce your project and business risk.
We know that there are many challenges when it comes to
keeping commercial buildings up and running with smart,
reliable and efficient power. We also understand concerns
around energy reduction directives in many countries to reduce
buildings’ carbon footprint and energy use, plus local standards
to meet for energy efficiency. Besides energy efficiency, design
and functionality must be balanced to maximise the use of
space and enhance the user experience.

Reputations are on the line when it comes to staying on time
and on budget and keeping people safe.
Eaton’s global business footprint means we can partner
with your business—wherever it operates—offering local
engineering, project management and service providers for
immediate support to improve uptime and reduce costs.

Commercial Buildings
Reliability and efficiency to maximise
ROI, comfort and safety

•

Lighting and controls including functional,
decorative, exterior and emergency lighting
and controls

Motor control and protection including
contactors, variable frequency drives
and motor control centers

•

•

Power distribution and protection including
low and medium voltage switchgear,
busbars/busway and distribution boards

Structural supports including strut
systems, pipe hangars, seismic bracing
and cable ladder

•

•

Backup power protection including
uninterruptible power systems and
automatic transfer switches

Services including engineering, project
management and product life extension
offerings

•

Life safety and mass notification including
signals, alarms, security and fire systems

•

Medium voltage products
Sustainable SF6-free switchgear solutions for medium voltage
power distribution.
Eaton’s medium voltage switchgear systems are based on long standing
experience in the core technologies of vacuum interrupters, vacuum
switching and cast resin insulation and encapsulation, enabling an
environmentally-friendly solution. Eaton is well-positioned across all of
our businesses to deliver effective power management technologies that
help our customers control cost and reduce their energy requirements.
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Xiria
Xiria is the name of a new generation of ring main units from Eaton. They
are characterised by their high level of operational safety and are suitable for
applications up to 24 kV. As sustainability becomes more and more important, this
criterion has been taken as a starting point for the design in terms of production
and for the entire service life of the switchgear.
Xiria is an extremely well designed and modern system. For example, when
developing the system we intentionally opted for protection in the form of a circuit
breaker combined with an electronic relay. This is a modern, safe and flexible
alternative to fuse protection.
•

The system complies with the most recent IEC regulations:
IEC 62271-100 for the circuit-breakers
IEC 62271-102 for the change-over switches and earthing switches
IEC 62271-103 for the load break switches
IEC 62271-200 for metal enclosed switchgear

Xiria E
Xiria E switchgear is designed around Eaton’s proven vacuum interrupter
technology, which require no maintenance and are certified for 30,000 operation
cycles. All live parts in the available panels are single pole insulated. The used
materials are shaped specifically to provide optimum insulation combined with
excellent thermal characteristics. In addition, the insulation is configured to
provide effective control over electric fields around the used components, thereby
minimizing any risk of internal arcing.
•

The system complies with the most recent IEC regulations:
IEC 62271-1 Common specifications for high-voltage switchgear and control
gear standards
IEC 62271-100 High-voltage alternating-current circuit-breakers
IEC 62271-102 Alternating current disconnectors and earthing switches
IEC 62271-103 High-voltage switches
IEC 62271-200 A.C. metal-enclosed switchgear and control gear for rated
voltages above 1 kV and up to and including 52 kV
IEC 62271-304 Additional requirements for enclosed switchgear and control
gear from 1 kV to 72.5 kV to be used in severe climatic conditions
IEC 60529 Degrees of protection provided by enclosures
IEC 60044-1 Instrument transformers - Part 1: Current transformers
IEC 60044-2 Instrument transformers - Part 2: Inductive voltage transformers
EN 50181 Plug-in type bushings above 1 kV up to 36 kV
ISO 9001-2000 Quality
ISO 14001 Environmental management

Power Xpert UX
Power Xpert UX system is a metal-enclosed, internal arc-proof, air-insulated
switchgear system with withdrawable vacuum circuit-breakers and/or contactors.
It is a modular system, which has been developed for medium voltage single
busbar applications up to 24 kV, for the primary and secondary distribution. Power
Xpert UX has a environmentally-friendly design, with vacuum circuit breakers
offering a Low VI Contact erosion design.
Ratings: 12/17.5kV, up to 4000A 50kA-3s
24kV, up to 2500A 25kA-3s
•

Certified in accordance with IEC
IEC 62271-1 Common specifications
IEC 62271-100 Circuit breakers (E2, M2, C2)
IEC 62271-102 Disconnectors and earthing switches (E2, M0)
IEC 62271-200 Metal enclosed switchgear and controlgear
IEC 60044-1 Current transformers
IEC 60044-2 Voltage transformers
IEC 60529 Degrees of protection (IP Code)
IEC 61850 Communication networks and systems in substations
IEC 61243-5 Live working - voltage detectors - Part 5: voltage detecting
systems
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xEnergy
switchboard
systems

xEnergy is Eaton’s latest IEC low voltage
power assembly up to 6300 A. The system
provides reliable power distribution
and motor control functionality for all
commercial and industrial applications.
The innovative design combined with
Eaton’s expertise in the area of low voltage
applications delivers a platform that is at
the heart of any power distribution and
motor control application. xEnergy is a
flexible system which maximises safety
and uptime.
xEnergy offers maximum flexibility with
multiple possibilities for fixed, plug-in,
removable or fully withdrawable sections,
with accessibility for front and/or rear
access. Eaton innovations maximise
uptime by preventing unscheduled
process interruptions and minimising
downtime.
8
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Replacing devices can be accomplished
within seconds or depending on the
configuration a few minutes, even under
live conditions. xEnergy provides the
maximum level of protection for personnel
and equipment.
xEnergy is verified by testing according to
IEC EN 61439-2 guaranteeing maximum
reliability. Moreover, the system has been
designed and tested in accordance with
IEC/TR61641: the guide for testing under
conditions of arcing due to internal fault.
Tests were performed with regards to
the criteria for personnel and assembly
protection under arcing conditions.
Eaton has an enviable reputation for safe,
reliable Low Voltage Systems with product
families like Capitole, Tabula, Gemini,
A300, xEnergy, MEMForm and Modan.

xEnergy comes from more than a
century of experience in the design and
manufacturing of Low Voltage systems.
This experience and expertise came
together in the development of this latest
generation of Power Distribution Centres:
xEnergy, to provide a fully integrated and
tested solution, Eaton has used their
state of the art switching and distribution
components within the xEnergy platform.
Eaton’s reputation in the industry is built
on the legacy of brands like Cooper,
Cutler-Hammer, Bussmann, Crouse-Hinds,
Westinghouse, Holec, MEM and Moeller.
xEnergy offers a state of the art solution
for Power Distribution and Motor Control in
a single low voltage platform.

XF Fixed
•
Power outgoers with circuit breakers and fuse switch
disconnectors up to 1600 A
•

Internal separation up to form 4

•

Individual outgoers, such as controlgear, motor starters,
small power outgoers etc

XP Power Sections
•
Incoming supplies, outgoers and couplings with circuit
breakers
•

Internal separation up to form 4

•

Cable connection from the top or bottom

•

Incoming supply system for drill-free cable connection

XF Fixed

XR Removable
•
Power outgoers with circuit breakers and strip type
switch-disconnector-fuse, up to 630 A
•

Empty modules for individual applications

•

Plug-in modules and strip type switch-disconnectorfuse can be replaced under live-line working conditions

•

Internal separation up to form 4

•

Easy maintenance and reduced down times

XP Power Sections

XG General
•
Power factor correction
•

Large Variable Frequency Drives and Softstart motor
control applications

•

Fitting systems for sub-distribution with devices for
modular installation

•

Control technology with SASY 60i and xStart

•

Individual fixed units on a mounting plate

XR Removable

XW Withdrawable
•
Power outgoers with circuit breakers up to 630 A
•

Outgoers for motor starters up to 110 kw

•

Empty drawers for individual applications

•

Easy and uniform handling for all drawer sizes

•

Drawers can be replaced under
live-line working conditions

•

Internal separation up to form 4

•

Unambiguous position indicator for operating, test or
de-energized status

•

Easy maintenance without the need of using any special
tools for replacement jobs

•

Minimum down times

XG General

XW Withdrawable

System flexibility

Safe in operation

Reliable in operation

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Modular design.
Small footprint.
Fixed, removable and
withdrawable units.
Variable widths for cableways
Corner cubicles for flexible line-ups
optimising usable space in the
switch room.
Multiple main busbar positions
allowing front and rear access,
multiple stacked ACB’s and
footprint reduction.

•

•
•

Plug-in and Withdrawable
compartments can be modified
without the need for complete
system shutdown.
Automatic door interlocking of
withdrawable and removable feeders
to prevent access to devices when
the disconnect switch is in the
ON position.
Padlock facilities available for all
operating and interlock mechanisms.
3-point-lock system is available on
all cableway doors to ensure
maximum safety.

•
•

•

Complete product design third party
certified in accordance with IEC
61439-2 (Verification by testing).
Designed and tested according to
IEC / TR 61641 criteria 1-7.
External degree of protection is third
party tested for IP31, IP42 and IP55
according to the IEC 60529.
Full internal separation of all
functional units designed in
accordance with Forms 2b, 3b,
4a and 4b (up to BS-EN forms of
separation types 6 and 7
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• Diagnostics
trip(I) for
• "OFF" setting available
• Long trip curve sett
ground fault(G) and
• Onboard Modbus • ZSI/Thermal Memor
non-delayed instantaneous
communication(standard
on/off on
trip(I)

PXR25 and optional on

• Onboard Modbus
PXR20) on
communication(standard
PXR25 and optional on
PXR20)

The next generation trip unit platform:
Power Xpert Release (PXR)
•

LCD display with multilingual capability

•

MicroUSB for computer connection

•

Current metering on PXR20 and power
metering on PXR25

•

PXR Configuration and Test Tool to
remotely configure and test the trip unit

•

Extended range for pickup value and delay
timing setting

•

Trip test

"OFF" setting available
for ground fault(G) and
non-delayed instantaneous trip(I)

•

Waveform capture

•

Diagnostics

•

Long trip curve setting

•

ZSI/Thermal Memory on/off

•

•

Onboard Modbus communication(standard
on PXR25 and optional on PXR20)

PXR Trip Unit

PXR Trip Unit
Proﬁbus-DP

Incr
and
Modbus
com

Proﬁbus-DP

Modbus
Ethernet

Increased operating safety and flexibility based on communication

Ethernet
With

With the respective communication module - PCAM, MCAM or ECAM (Profibus-DP / Modbus /
Ethernet Communications Adapter Module) - every circuit breaker of the NRX series is equipped for
modern communication and is fit for the future. The databus not only allows to transmit information,
but also to receive commands/settings.

Onboard Modbus

Onboard Modbus communication is standard on the PXR25 (U type) trip unit and optional on the
PXR20(V type) trip unit upon order. Additional PCAM, MCAM or ECAM module can be installed
externally for PXR25 to expand the communication capability. (No more than one external CAM
module can be installed)
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Important functions and characteristics
Arcflash Reduction Maintenance System™

Important functions and characteristics

Eaton’s patented Arcflash Reduction Maintenance System technology provides maintenance
staff improved safety of downstream maintenance locations using a simple and reliable method
to reduce fault clearing times and energy in an arc flash event (radiation, sound, pressure,
temperature).

A
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Important functions and characteristics
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Arcflash Reduction Maintenance System uses a separate analog trip circuit providing faster signal
processing and interruption times than the standard (digital) “instantaneous” protection.
The Arcflash Reduction Maintenance System function is activated either directly on the circuit
breaker through a local switch or remotely through communications or a contact input. Arcflash
Reduction Maintenance System is optional on both PXR20 and PXR25 trip units.
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ZoneZ

Zone selectivity ZSI

CircuitC
conne
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Circuit breakers are directly connected to a signal line, without any additional modules. So, in case
of a malfunction, they ensure that only the circuit breaker immediately upstream the point of failure
will break a short-circuit without delay.
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The advantage of the zone selectivity feature - compared to ordinary time selectivity - is the
significantly reduced time until switch-off and the reduced amount of energy released in case
of a short-circuit.
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For additional safety of maintenance staff we recommend combining ZSI functionality with Arcflash
Reduction Maintenance System.
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Easy maintenance and service
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Maintenance and service can be conveniently performed on the draw-out breaker as the primary
finger clusters (blue) and levering mechanism are part of the breaker instead of the cassette.
Eaton also offers many field installable accessories and parts, extending the life of the breaker.
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Breaker rear side (Drawout parent breaker)
Breaker rear side (Drawout parent breaker)

4

4

Breaker rear side (Drawout parent breaker)
4
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IEC MCCB circuit protection

1-pole

3-pole circuit-breaker

New ideas for better circuit-breakers
Eaton circuit-breakers cover a range from 15 to 1600 A with just
four frame sizes and they are optimally matched to one another.
The wide application spectrum covers every requirement
as Eaton has closely examined what every customer needs
and implemented the appropriate solutions. Outstanding, for
example, is the continuous switching power range – which
extends from the smallest to the largest circuit-breaker or the
modular system which can be matched without difficulty to
suit the specific application. Thus, the circuit-breakers can be
used universally – from the smallest of service distribution
boards, to machine controls or motor starter combinations, up
to large energy distribution systems with a short-circuit breaking
capacity of up to 150 kA.

12
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4-pole circuit-breaker

Excellent under load –
Switch-disconnector’s for safe switching under load
Even under load conditions the Eaton switch-disconnector
operates safely. The reason: the 3- or 4-pole snap-action closing
mechanism which is also applied with circuit-breakers.
That’s why the rated short time withstand current is so high
and can handle currents up to 150 000 A. The long lifetime with
up to 7 500 switching operations in AC3 mode enables usage
as a motor switch, in order to switch large motors during
operation. Application as a main switch with an emergencystop function via a remote pushbutton is easily implemented
in conjunction with the double early-make auxiliary contacts
and undervoltage release. This in conjunction with the UL/CSA
approvals is a prerequisite for use in process and processing
machines which are destined for export.

Control circuit terminals
The control circuit terminals are simply screwed onto the
respective connection type. The tap-offs for voltage meters,
control transformers and undervoltage releases are implemented
quickly.
The spacer – saving time and expense
All switches including the accessories fitted on them were
designed with the grid spacing of the spacer. Different depths of
switches are evened-out simply by means of inexpensive, rapidly
fitted spacers.
The result is a cost-effective alternative to the door coupling
rotary handle with extension shaft for external operation of the
circuit-breaker. This worldwide innovation gains time and saves
expense.
Clever installation and terminations
Fast and efficient top-hat rail installation with the use of a clip
plate. Just simply attach the clip plate from the rear onto the
circuit-breaker and clip it onto the top-hat rail. No need to drill
holes in the mounting plate.
The particular advantage of the small NZM1: the “standard
dimension” enables side-by-side installation with miniature circuit
breakers in service distribution boards.

1. Switch-disconnetor,
circuit-breaker, circuitbreaker for North
America; Moulded case
switches for North
America
2. IP2X protection against
contact with a finger
3. Terminal cover,
knockout
4. Terminal cover
5. IP2X protection against
contact with a finger
6. Tunnel terminal
7. Box terminals
8. Control circuit terminal
9. Connection width
extension
10. Plug-in and
withdrawable unit
11. Adapter plate
12. Busbar adapters
13. Connection on rear
14. Spacers
15. Standard auxiliary
contact (HIV), tripindicating auxiliary
switch (HIA), voltage
release
16. Measuring and
communication module
17. Residual-current
protection device
18. Rear driver

19. Main switch rotary
handle for side panel
mounting

7
37

6

5

20. Door coupling rotary
handle

10

4
3

21. Extension shaft
22. Door coupling rotary
handle

11

2

1

24. Insulating surrounds

35
31

25. External warning plate/
marking plate

32

13

34

27. Toggle lever locking
device

15

28. Side operator handle

17

18

29

30

30. Display

16

31. Data management
interface (DMI module)
32. PROFIBUS-DP interface

28

33. NZM communication
module

35. NZM communication
module
for Smartwire-DT
36. Early-make auxiliary
contacts

14

33

26. Remote operator

34. NZM communication
module

12

36

23. Rotary handle

29. Mechanical interlock

9

8

27
26
23

20
19

24

21

25

38
22

37. Delay unit for
undervoltage releases
38. Insulated enclosures
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xBoard Weatherproof panelboards (xDBW)

xDBW specifications

Features and benefits

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

IP66 rating
24 to 108 poles
650 x 253 mm
(W x D - external
dimensions)
1.6mm sheet steel fully
welded construction
DIN or Quicklag chassis
2 colour choices - grey
RAL7035 or orange
RAL2000
Hinged escutcheon
and door
Available assembled or
self assembly

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

14

Hinged escutcheon deep
dished
Lift-off door with pintle hinges
Earth and neutral link with
double screws
Removable 3mm thick
aluminum gland plates as
standard
2 mm gear tray as standard
pre-punched for all equipment
options
Fully shrouded, 250A Main
Isolator with safety interlock
to the escutcheon
Space for up to 9 x 18mm DIN
rail control components on top
of the panelboard either side
of main switch
Gloss white escutcheon
Designed and manufactured
in Australia
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xBoard Weatherproof provides an ideal solution for
applications that require a modular electrical distribution
system designed to meet arduous applications. xBoard
Weatherproof offers greater flexibility and increased
configuration options coupled with a deeper enclosure
(231mm) to allow room for components such as
contactors and motor controls.
Panelboards are supplied complete with a type tested 3
phase, colour coded, encapsulated chassis, rated for 250A
in DIN 25kA for 0.1 sec. xBoard Weatherproof can also
be supplied with the Quicklag chassis rated for 250A in
20kA for 0.1 sec. Panelboards are also fitted with a fully
rated 250A neutral link and a 165A earth link, a hinged
escutcheon, and a pintle hinged door with a circuit schedule
card and card holder. The xDBW boasts a robust 1.6mm
sheet steel fully welded enclosure, with door mount
gaskets. The xDBW also offers the choice of no main
switch, 250A isolator or can be adapted for MCCB or higher
rated incomer options.

xBoard Weatherproof (xDBW) selection guide
XDBW
Range
xBoard
Weatherproof

Chassis type
BLANK = DIN
Q = QUICKLAG

Q

250

Main incomer
BLANK = No Main Switch
M = 250A Isolator

M

-

48

-

RO

Chassis size
24 = 24 pole
36 = 36 pole
48 = 48 pole
60 = 60 pole

72 = 72 pole
84 = 84 pole
96 = 96 pole
108 = 108 pole*

-

L

Colour
BLANK = Grey RAL7035
RO = Orange RAL2000

* Only for Quicklag chassis

xBoard Weatherproof DIN
panelboard Description

xBoard Weatherproof
DIN chassis
Grey RAL7035
IP66

Poles

Height

No mainswitch
Item no.

Hinge
BLANK = Right
hand side hinged door
and escutcheon
L = Left hand side
hinged door and
escutcheon

250A isolator mainswitch
Item no.

24

1000

XDBW250-24

XDBW250M-24

36

1000

XDBW250-36

XDBW250M-36

48

1000

XDBW250-48

XDBW250M-48

60

1500

XDBW250-60

XDBW250M-60

72

1500

XDBW250-72

XDBW250M-72

84

1500

XDBW250-84

XDBW250M-84

96

1500

XDBW250-96

XDBW250M-96

For ripple orange RAL2000, add -RO to each item no. above. For Left hand side hinged door and escutcheon add 'L'

xBoard Weatherproof
Quicklag panelboard Description

xBoard Weatherproof
Quicklag chassis
Grey RAL7035
IP66

Poles

Height

No mainswitch
Item no.

250A isolator mainswitch
Item no.

24

1000

XDBWQ250-24

XDBWQ250M-24

36

1000

XDBWQ250-36

XDBWQ250M-36

48

1500

XDBWQ250-48

XDBWQ250M-48

60

1500

XDBWQ250-60

XDBWQ250M-60

72

1500

XDBWQ250-72

XDBWQ250M-72

84

2000

XDBWQ250-84

XDBWQ250M-84

96

2000

XDBWQ250-96

XDBWQ250M-96

108

2000

XDBWQ250-108

XDBWQ250M-108

For ripple orange RAL2000, add -RO to each item no. above. For Left hand side hinged door and escutcheon add 'L'

xDBW Technical data
xBoard Weatherproof DIN panelboard
No mainswitch
Item no.

250A isolator
mainswitch
Item no.

A DIM.
(mm)

Pole
size

XDBW250-24

XDBW250M-24

1000

24

XDBW250-36

XDBW250M-36

1000

36

XDBW250-48

XDBW250M-48

1000

48

XDBW250-60

XDBW250M-60

1500

60

XDBW250-72

XDBW250M-72

1500

72

XDBW250-84

XDBW250M-84

1500

84

XDBW250-96

XDBW250M-96

1500

96

Orange board (–RO suffix) dimensions same as corresponding pole size above.
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xDBW Technical data
xBoard Weatherproof Quicklag panelboard
No mainswitch
Item no.

250A isolator
mainswitch
Item no.

A DIM.
(mm)

Pole
size

XDBWQ250-24

XDBWQ250M-24

1000

24

XDBWQ250-36

XDBWQ250M-36

1000

36

XDBWQ250-48

XDBWQ250M-48

1500

48

XDBWQ250-60

XDBWQ250M-60

1500

60

XDBWQ250-72

XDBWQ250M-72

1500

72

XDBWQ250-84

XDBWQ250M-84

2000

84

XDBWQ250-96

XDBWQ250M-96

2000

96

XDBWQ250-108

XDBWQ250M-108

2000

108

Orange board (–RO suffix) dimensions same as corresponding pole size above.

Self assembly options
At Eaton we understand that electrical distribution board requirements can sometimes be very specific
and often requires the ability for customisation. xBoard Weatherproof (xDBW) self assembly options
provide a faster more flexible way to deliver customised distribution boards with the choice to order in
flat pack kits that are ready to be assembled and wired by the switchboard builder and installer.

1

2

SELECT

SELECT

1. Empty box

1. Mounting bracket

2. Escutcheon

2. DIN rail kit

3. E&N bars kit

3. Labels kit

Empty box includes standard swing
handle and accessories.

3

4

OPTIONAL

OPTIONAL

1. Locking
accessories

1. Main switch kit
2. Plinth
3. Others

Different locking barrels available,
see handle locking accessories table.

For chassis please refer to page 30

Access to flexible choices

Reduce lead time on custom designs

•

•

•

Empty boxes available in 4 heights (mm) –
500, 1000, 1500 and 2000
Escutcheons to suit DIN and Quicklag MCB cut-outs
or blank for other requirements
RAL7035 and RAL2000 enclosure colours

•

Right and left hand hinged options

•

16
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•
•

Reduce quotation complexity and increase response
turnarounds
Shorten lead times and expedite delivery for projects
Ability to speed up design and construction of modular
distribution boards

Self assembly options

1

2

Empty box, no escutcheon with door

Item no.

Mounting bracket

Item no.

xDBW grey 500mm - blank mounting tray

XDBWB500-NE

XDBW DIN chassis mounting bracket

1521-3044/1

xDBW grey 1000mm - blank mounting tray

XDBWB1000-NE

XDBW QUICKLAG chassis mounting bracket

1521-3096/1

xDBW grey 1500mm - blank mounting tray

XDBWB1500-NE

XDBW accessory DIN Rail kit

XDBWDRTH

xDBW grey 2000mm - blank mounting tray

XDBWB2000-NE

xDBW orange 500mm - blank mounting tray

XDBWB500-NE-RO

Label kit

Item no.

xDBW orange 1000mm - blank mounting tray

XDBWB1000-NE-RO

XBMISCKIT-DIN

xDBW orange 1500mm - blank mounting tray

XDBWB1500-NE-RO

DIN Label Kit (Circuit Card, Cover, Escutcheon
label, Accessory label, E*N labels, Nylon Bush,
Esc Hinges)

xDBW orange 2000mm - blank mounting tray

XDBWB2000-NE-RO

Quicklag Label Kit (Circuit Card, Cover, Escutcheon label, Accessory label, E*N labels, Esc
Hinges)

XBMISCKIT-QL

For left hand side hinged door, add 'L' to each item no. above.

Escutcheons loose

Item no.

500mm 2 DIN horizontal rails 27 poles

XDBWED500-2S

1000mm Main switch slot and vertical DIN
Cutout 48P + sticker and hindges

XDBWED1000

1500mm Main switch slot and vertical DIN
Cutout 96P + sticker and hindges

XDBWED1500

1000mm Main switch slot and vertical Quicklag
Cutout 36P + sticker and hindges

XDBWEQ1000

1500mm Main switch slot and vertical Quicklag
Cutout 72P + sticker and hindges

XDBWEQ1500

2000mm Main switch slot and vertical Quicklag
Cutout 108P + sticker and hindges

XDBWEQ2000

500mm blank escutcheon + hindges

XDBWEB500

1000mm blank escutcheon + hindges

XDBWEB1000

1500mm blank escutcheon + hindges

XDBWEB1500

2000mm blank escutcheon + hindges

XDBWEB2000

For left hand side hinged escutcheon, add 'L' to each item no. above.

Earth and neutral bars

Item no.

E&N KIT 24 WAY 250A N 165A E

XDBPEN250KIT24

E&N KIT 48 WAY 250A N 165A E

XDBPEN250KIT48

E&N KIT 72 WAY 250A N 165A E

XDBPEN250KIT72

E&N KIT 84 WAY 250A N 165A E

XDBPEN250KIT84

E&N KIT 96 WAY 250A N 165A E

XDBPEN250KIT96

E&N KIT 108 WAY 250A N 165A E

XDBPEN250KIT108

E&N bar odd 165A 12 way

XDBWEN165KIT-12-O

E&N bar odd 165A 18 way

XDBWEN165KIT-18-O

E&N bar odd 165A 24 way

XDBWEN165KIT-24-O

E&N bar odd 165A 30 way

XDBWEN165KIT-30-O

E&N bar odd 165A 36 way

XDBWEN165KIT-36-O

E&N bar odd 165A 42 way

XDBWEN165KIT-42-O

E&N bar odd 165A 48 way

XDBWEN165KIT-48-O

E&N bar odd 165A 54 way

XDBWEN165KIT-54-O

E&N bar even 165A 12 way

3

Handle locking accessories

Item no.

xDBW Chrome swing handle with CL001

A/HS741/CL/3001

xDBW Insert C4 to be rekeyed to E
NSW Public works department

A/IF742/C4KA8/6

xDBW Insert 268 - 92268 QLD stateworks

A/IF741-2/01/3268

xDBW Insert padlock

I/F743-CP

xDBW Rod with roller 1200mm

1049-U9

xDBW Rod guide

1001-U12

xDBW Rod adaptors

1000_U49

xDBW 3 pt cam

P/CAM/3A

4

Other accessories

Item no.

XDBP/XDBW main switch kit to suit XCAP DIN

XDBPW-M/S-XCAP

XDBP/XDBW main switch kit to suit Quicklag

XDBPQ-M/S

Sealing washer for gland plate screws (set of 12)

XDBWGPSEALKIT

xDBW Wall mounting kit

XDBWDMTGKIT

XDBW Plinth Full Channel - 1 Tier Painted BLACK

XDBWPLTH1

XDBW Plinth Full Channel - 2 Tier Painted BLACK

XDBWPLTH2

XDBW Plinth Full Channel - 3 Tier Painted BLACK

XDBWPLTH3

XDBW Plinth Full Channel - 4 Tier Painted BLACK

XDBWPLTH4

XDBW Plinth Full Channel - 1 Tier GALVANISED

XDBWPLTHG1

XDBW Plinth Full Channel - 2 Tier GALVANISED

XDBWPLTHG2

XDBW Plinth Full Channel - 3 Tier GALVANISED

XDBWPLTHG2

XDBW Plinth Full Channel - 4 Tier GALVANISED

XDBWPLTHG4

XDBWEN165KIT-12-E

XDBP/XDBW mounting bracket kit for contactor
DILM (Up to 250A)

XDBPWCONTA

E&N bar even 165A 18 way

XDBWEN165KIT-18-E

Emergency light test kit

Z-EMER-DIN

E&N bar even 165A 24 way

XDBWEN165KIT-24-E

Surge diverter kit (includes fuses)

XDBP-SDK

E&N bar even 165A 30 way

XDBWEN165KIT-30-E

Pole fillers DIN (6/pack)

AP-45 -W

E&N bar even 165A 36 way

XDBWEN165KIT-36-E

Pole fillers Quicklag (each)

QPF

E&N bar even 165A 42 way

XDBWEN165KIT-42-E

E&N bar even 165A 48 way

XDBWEN165KIT-48-E

E&N bar even 165A 54 way

XDBWEN165KIT-54-E
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xBoard Plus panelboards (xDBP)

xDBP specifications

Features and benefits

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

IP42 rating
24 to 108 poles
580 x 223 mm (W x D external dimensions)
1.6mm sheet steel
construction
No main switch, 250A
isolator or MCCB incomer
DIN or Quicklag chassis
2 colour choices - grey
RAL7035 or orange
RAIL2000
Field-reversible hinged
escutcheon and door

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

18

Field reversible hinged
escutcheon
Field reversible lift-off door
with pintle hinges
Fully rated 250A neutral link
with double screws
Removable 3mm thick
aluminum gland plates
Space for up to 8 x18mm DIN
rail control components on top
of the panelboard either side
of main switch
Wider troughs on both sides
of the chassis for cable looms
or ducts
Fully shrouded, 250A Main
Isolator with safety interlock to
the escutcheon
Different main incomer options
Gloss white escutcheon
Designed and manufactured in
Australia
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xBoard Plus (xDBP) provides an ideal solution for
applications that demand a modular electrical distribution
system to meet more complex requirements. xDBP offers
greater flexibility and increase configuration options with a
deeper enclosure (200mm) to allow room for components
such as contactors and motor controls to fit.
xDBP is supplied complete with a type tested 3 phase,
colour coded, encapsulated chassis, rated for 250A in
DIN 25kA for 0.1 sec. The xDBP can also be supplied with
the Quicklag chassis rated for 250A in 20kA for 0.1 sec.
Panelboards are also fitted with a fully rated, 250A neutral
link, a 165A earth link, a hinged escutcheon, and a pintle
hinged door with a circuit schedule card and card holder.
Manufactured in Australia, xDBP provides a robust 1.6mm
sheet steel enclosure construction complete with flushed
conduit knockouts on either side to allow for modular
arrangements with the xEquipment Box (xEB), which
is suitable for more complex lighting and motor control
installations.
xDBP also offers the choice of no main switch, 250A
isolator or a 250A MCCB as the main incomer.
The padlockable MCCB as a main switch, allows for
selectivity and higher fault protection.

xBoard (xDBP) selection guide
XDBP
Range

Q

Chassis type
BLANK = DIN
Q = QUICKAG

xBoard Plus

250

M

-

Main incomer

48

-

RO

Chassis size

BLANK = No Main Switch
M = 250A Isolator
NZM = 250A MCCB

24 = 24 pole
36 = 36 pole
48 = 48 pole
60 = 60 pole

72 = 72 pole
84 = 84 pole
96 = 96 pole
108 = 108 pole*

-

CT

Colour
BLANK = Grey
RO = Orange

Metering option
BLANK = Standard
CT = Metering*
* Only available with
250A isolator

* Only for Quicklag chassis

xBoard Plus DIN panelboards (xDBP)
xBoard Plus DIN panelboards

250A isolator
mainswitch
Item no.

Poles

Height

250A MCCB
mainswitch
Item no.

Description Poles

Height

No mainswitch
Item no.

xBoard Plus
DIN chassis
Grey
RAL7035
IP42

24

1000

XDBP250-24

XDBP250M-24

24

1000

XDBP250NZM-24

36

1000

XDBP250-36

XDBP250M-36

36

1000

XDBP250NZM-36

48

1000

XDBP250-48

XDBP250M-48

48

1000

XDBP250NZM-48

60

1000

XDBP250-60

XDBP250M-60

60

1500

XDBP250NZM-60

72

1500

XDBP250-72

XDBP250M-72

72

1500

XDBP250NZM-72

84

1500

XDBP250-84

XDBP250M-84

84

1500

XDBP250NZM-84

96

1500

XDBP250-96

XDBP250M-96

96

1500

XDBP250NZM-96

For ripple orange RAL2000, add –RO to each item no above. For metering option add –CT at end of each XDBP250M-xx item no. Only available on xDBP with
250A isolator models.

xBoard Plus xEquipment extension boxes

Blank mounting DIN rail(s)
plate & blank
& blank
escutcheon
escutcheon

Raised DIN
Rail(s) & slotted
escutcheon

Description

Height

No. of DIN rails

Item no.

Item no.

Item no.

xEquipment
boxes
Grey
RAL7035
IP42

250

1

XEB250-B

XEB250-D1

XEB250-D1S

500

2

XEB500-B

XEB500-D2

XEB500-D2S

1000

4

XEB1000-B

XEB1000-D4

XEB1000-D4S

1500

8

XEB1500-B

XEB1500-D8

XEB1500-D8S

For ripple orange RAL2000, add –RO to each item no above. DIN rails are not fitted on xEB with blank mounting plate &
blank escutcheon i.e. XEBxxx-B item no.

xBoard Plus Quicklag panelboards (xDBPQ)
The xBoard Plus Quicklag (xDBPQ) panelboard extends the xBoard Plus range to accommodate the renowned Quicklag miniature
circuit breakers. The xDBPQ panelboards are available in 24 to 108 poles and are fitted with the Quicklag chassis, which has an
active busbar rating of 250A and 20kA for 0.1 sec. Using the same enclosure design and construction, the xDBPQ shares the
same characteristics as the xDBP DIN panelboards.
xBoard Plus Quicklag Panelboards No mainswitch
Description
Poles
Height item no.

250A isolator mainswitch
item no.
Poles

Height

250A MCCB mainswitch
item no.

xBoard
Plus
Quicklag
chassis
Grey
RAL7035

24

1000

XDBPQ250-24

XDBPQ250M-24

24

1000

XDBPQ250NZM-24

36

1000

XDBPQ250-36

XDBPQ250M-36

36

1500

XDBPQ250NZM-36

48

1500

XDBPQ250-48

XDBPQ250M-48

48

1500

XDBPQ250NZM-48

60

1500

XDBPQ250-60

XDBPQ250M-60

60

1500

XDBPQ250NZM-60

72

1500

XDBPQ250-72

XDBPQ250M-72

72

1500

XDBPQ250NZM-72

84

2000

XDBPQ250-84

XDBPQ250M-84

84

2000

XDBPQ250NZM-84

96

2000

XDBPQ250-96

XDBPQ250M-96

96

2000

XDBPQ250NZM-96

108

2000

XDBPQ250-108

XDBPQ250M-108

-

For ripple orange RAL2000, add –RO to each item no. above. For metering option add –CT at end of each XDBP250M-xx item no. Only available on xDBP with 250A
isolator models.
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xBoard Plus xDBP and xDBPQ accessories
xBoard Plus Panelboard accessories

Item no.

250 A main switch kit for xBoard Plus DIN XCH

XDBP-M/S

250 A main switch kit for xBoard Plus Quicklag (xDBPQ)

XDBPQ-M/S

250 A main switch kit for xBoard Plus DIN XCAP

XDBPW-M/S-XCAP

Emergency light test kit

Z-EMER-DIN

Surge diverter kit (includes fuses)

XDBP-SDK

Pole fillers DIN (6/pack)

AP-45 -W

Pole fillers Quicklag (each)

QPF

Flush surround kit for xBoard Plus

1521-1981/**

E-Lock field fittable kit

ECELOCK

XEB DIN Rail mounting bracket

1521-1935/1

XEB Chassis mounting bracket DIN

1521-1935/2

XEB Chassis mounting bracket QUICKLAG

1521-1935/3

XDBP Quicklag chassis adaptor

1521-2869/2

XDBP NZM mounting bracket

1521-1942/1

Technical data

Panelboard dimensional drawings
Z-EMER-DIN
xBoard panelboard

XDBP NZM to DIN connecting link kit
XDBP-SDK

XDBP NZM to

No mainswitch
QUICKLAGEaton
connecting
item No.

XDBPLINKKIT-NZM-DIN
kit

250A isolator mainswitch
Eaton item No.

Pole size

XDBP/XDBW mounting bracket
kit for contactor
DILM (Up to 250A)
XDB250-24
XDB250M-24
24
XDB250-36
XDB250M-36
36
** Various heights available in grey
or orange. Ask
your Eaton sales representative.
XDB250-48
XDB250M-48
48
XDB250-60

XDB250M-60

60

A DIM.

XDBPLINKKIT-NZM-QL

750

XDBPWCONTA

1000
1000
1000

Note：Orange board (–RO) dimensions same as corresponding pole size above.

Note:
xBoard
Plus xDBP and xDBPQ technical data
750 high box shown with 24 pole chassis and 250A main switch.

xBoard Plus panelboard
xBoard Plus panelboard
Note:
1000 high box shown with 48 pole chassis and
250A main switch.

Note: 1000 high box shown with
48 pole chassis and 250A switch
No mainswitch
Eaton item No.

250A mainswitch
Eaton item No.

250A MCCB mainswitch
Eaton item No.

Pole

XDBP250-24

XDBP250M-24

XDBP250NZM-24

24

XDBP250-30

XDBP250M-30

XDBP250NZM-30

A DIM.

A DIM.
No mainswitch
250A mainswitch
XDBP250-18
XDBP250M-18
item
no.
item no. XDBP250NZM-18 (mm) 18

Pole
size 750

XDBP250-24

24

XDBP250-36
XDBP250-36

XDBP250M-24

1000

XDBP250M-36
XDBP250M-36
XDBP250NZM-36 1000

30
36

36

250A MCCB mainswitch item no.

A DIM. (mm)

Pole size

750

XDBP250NZM-24

1000

24

750

XDBP250NZM-36

1000

36

1000

XDBP250NZM-48

1000

48

XDBP250NZM-60

1500

60

1250

XDBP250NZM-72

1500

72

1250

XDBP250NZM-84

1500

84

XDBP250NZM-96

1500

96

XDBP250-48
XDBP250-48

XDBP250M-48
XDBP250M-48
XDBP250NZM-48 1000

48

48

1000

XDBP250-60
XDBP250-60

XDBP250NZM-60 1000
XDBP250M-60
XDBP250M-60
XDBP250NZM-72
XDBP250M-72

60

60

1000

XDBP250-72

XDBP250-72
XDBP250-84

XDBP250-84
XDBP250-96

XDBP250M-72

XDBP250M-84

XDBP250NZM-84
XDBP250M-84
XDBP250M-96
XDBP250NZM-96 1500

XDBP250-96
XDBP250M-96
Note：
Orange board (–RO suffix) dimensions
same as corresponding pole size above.
14

20

1500
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1500

72
84
96

72
84
96

1500

Orange board (–RO suffix) dimensions same as corresponding pole size above.

xBoard Plus Quicklag panelboard

Panelboard dimensional drawings

Note:
1000 high box shown with 36 pole chassis and
250A main switch.

xBoard Plus xDBP and xDBPQ technical data
xBoard
Plus
Quicklag
panelboard
xBoard Plus
Quicklag
panelboard
Note:
1000 high box shown with 36 pole chassis and
250A main switch.

Note: 1000 high box shown with
36 pole chassis and 250A switch

250A mainswitch

No mainswitch

250A MCCB mainswitch

250A mainswitch
250A MCCB mainswitch
No mainswitch
Eaton
No. Eaton item No. Eaton
item No.
Eaton
item
Eaton item
No. item
Pole
Eaton
item
No. No.
A DIM.
No
mainswitch
250A
mainswitch

A DIM.Pole

Pole size
(mm)
item
No.
item No. XDBPQ250NZM-18
XDBPQ250-18
XDBPQ250M-18
18
750 18
XDBPQ250-18
XDBPQ250M-18
XDBPQ250NZM-18
24
1000
XDBPQ250-24
XDBPQ250M-24
XDBPQ250NZM-24
XDBPQ250-24
XDBPQ250M-24
1000
24
XDBPQ250-24
XDBPQ250M-24
XDBPQ250NZM-24
24
XDBPQ250-30

30
XDBPQ250M-30
XDBPQ250NZM-30
XDBPQ250-36
XDBPQ250M-36
1000
36
XDBPQ250M-30
XDBPQ250NZM-30
XDBPQ250-30

1000

XDBPQ250-48 XDBPQ250M-48
XDBPQ250M-48
1500
48
XDBPQ250M-36
XDBPQ250NZM-36
48
XDBPQ250NZM-48
XDBPQ250-60
XDBPQ250M-60
1500
60
XDBPQ250-60
XDBPQ250NZM-60
60
XDBPQ250-48 XDBPQ250M-60
XDBPQ250M-48
XDBPQ250NZM-48

1250 36

XDBPQ250-36

XDBPQ250M-36

XDBPQ250NZM-36

36

XDBPQ250-36
XDBPQ250-48

XDBPQ250NZM-72
XDBPQ250-72
XDBPQ250-72 XDBPQ250M-72
XDBPQ250M-72
1500

XDBPQ250-60
XDBPQ250-84
XDBPQ250-84
XDBPQ250-72
XDBPQ250-96

72
XDBPQ250M-60
XDBPQ250NZM-6072
XDBPQ250M-84
XDBPQ250NZM-84
84
XDBPQ250M-84 XDBPQ250NZM-72
2000
84
XDBPQ250M-72
XDBPQ250NZM-96
96
XDBPQ250M-96

XDBPQ250-96
XDBPQ250M-96 XDBPQ250-108
XDBPQ250-84 XDBPQ250M-108
XDBPQ250M-84

2000
96
108
XDBPQ250NZM-84
Note：Orange board (–RO suffix) dimensions same as corresponding pole size above.
XDBPQ250-108
XDBPQ250M-108
2000
XDBPQ250-96
XDBPQ250M-96
XDBPQ250NZM-96108

XDBPQ250-108

XDBPQ250M-108

1000 30
1250 48
1500
1750

2000 72
2000 84

-

xBoard Plus extension (x-Equipment) boxes
Note：Orange board (–RO suffix) dimensions same as corresponding pole size above.

xBoard Plus
(x-Equipment)
boxes
xBoard
Plusextension
extension
(xEquipment)
boxes

Blank mount.
Plate & escutcheon
Eaton item No.

XEB250-B
XEB500-B
XEB750-B

A DIM. (mm)

Pole size

750
XDBPQ250NZM-24

1000

24

1000
XDBPQ250NZM-36

1500

36

1000
XDBPQ250NZM-48
1000
XDBPQ250NZM-60

1500

48

1500

60

1250
XDBPQ250NZM-72
1250
XDBPQ250NZM-84

1500

72

2000

84

1500
XDBPQ250NZM-96
1750
-

2000

96
108

2000

96
108

Orange board (–RO suffix) dimensions same as corresponding pole size above.

2000

DIN rail(s) & blank
escutcheon
Eaton item No.

Raised DIN rail(s) &
Slotted escutcheon
Eaton item No.

Box height
(mm)

XEB250-D1
XEB250-D1S
250
Blank mount.
DIN rail(s)
XEB500-D2
Plate & XEB500-D2S& blank500

Blank escutcheon
mount. XEB750-D3S
DINescutcheon
rail(s) &750
blank
XEB750-D3

XEB1000-B

Plate &item
escutcheon
escutcheon
no.XEB1000-D4S
item no.
XEB1000-D4
1000

XEB1250-B

XEB1250-D6

XEB1250-D6S

XEB1500-D8
XEB250-B

XEB1500-D8S
1500
XEB250-D1

Eaton item No.

Eaton item No.

XEB250-B

1250

XEB250-D1

A DIM.
(mm)

No. of
DIN
rails

Raised
DIN
1
No.
Box
rail(s)
154.9
2
A DIM. of
height
&Raised
slotted
Box height
(mm) A DIM.
DIN
187.35 DIN3rail(s) &
escutcheon
(mm)
(mm)rails
Slotted escutcheon (mm)
208.25
4
item
Eatonno.
item No.
174.94

6

XEB250-D1S

160.67
8
XEB250-D1S
XEB500-B
XEB500-D2
XEB500-D2S
Note：1. A DIM. and No. of DIN Rails information
only applies to extension boxes with DIN rail(s) fitted.
XEB500-B
XEB500-D2
XEB500-D2S
2. Orange boxes (–RO suffix)
model dimensions same as corresponding
box heights above.
XEB1000-B
XEB1000-D4 XEB1000-D4S
XEB750-B
XEB750-D3
XEB750-D3S
XEB1500-B
XEB1500-D8 XEB1500-D8S
XEB1000-B
XEB1000-D4
XEB1000-D4S
XEB1500-B

Note: 1000 high box shown

60

A DIM.

250A MCCB mainswitch item no.

250

-

500

155

250
500

-

1

1

2

154.9
208
4
750
187.35
1500
161
8
1000
208.25

1000

1. A DIM. and No. of DIN Rails information only applies to extension boxes with

XEB1250-B
XEB1250-D6
DIN rail(s) fitted.

XEB1250-D6S

1250

No. of
DIN
rails

2
3
4

174.94

6

15
XEB1500-B
XEB1500-D8
XEB1500-D8S
1500
160.67
2. Orange boxes (–RO suffix) model dimensions same as corresponding box

8

heights
Note：
1. A DIM.above.
and No. of DIN Rails information only applies to extension boxes with DIN rail(s) fitted.
2. Orange boxes (–RO suffix) model dimensions same as corresponding box heights above.

Note: 1000 high box shown

Note: 1000 high box shown

15
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xBoard panelboards (xDB)

xDB specifications

Features and benefits

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

IP40 rating
24, 36, 48, 60 poles
500 x 130.5mm (W x D external dimensions)
1.2mm zincseal
construction
No main switch or 250A
isolator options
DIN chassis
Grey (RAL7035)
Removable lift-off
escutcheon and door

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

22

Choice between no main
switch or pre-fitted with
250A main switch
Type tested chassis –
DIN, 25kA for 0.1sec
CL001 Key Lockable door
with pintle hinges
Lift-off escutcheon and
door
7 pole DIN space either
side of main switch to fit
emergency light test kit,
surge protection, control
devices and more
Designed and
manufactured in Australia
Fully rated 250A neutral
link with double screws
Slotted top rail for ease of
cable management
White escutcheon

Commercial buildings October 2015

Compact and versatile, xDB panelboards deliver an efficient
energy distribution system in commercial and light industrial
applications.
Available in two box sizes with the choice from 24 to 60 poles,
panelboards are available with; no main switch allowing user
flexibility to elect different main incomer preference or a 250A
main isolator pre-fitted saving valuable time and money.
Additional key features include a fully rated 250A neutral
link, lift-off door with pintle hinges and a slotted chassis pan
assembly for easier cabling with incoming and outgoing cables.
Safety is a key focus, with panelboards offering the advantage
of a fully shrouded main isolator and a handle that interlocks
the escutcheon when it is in the ‘ON’ position which prevents
removal of the escutcheon adding personnel safety.

xBoard (xDB) selection guide
XDB

250

M

-

36

ONEKIT

Range

Main Incomer

Chassis Size

ONEKIT

xBoard

BLANK = No main switch
M = 250A isolator

24 = 24 pole chassis
36 = 36 pole chassis
48 = 48 pole chassis
60 = 60 pole chassis

Supplied with
RCBO’s on 24 + 36
Pole configurations

Description
No main switch
Grey RAL7035

250A main
switch isolator
Grey RAL7035
One Kit with 250A
main switch
Grey RAL7035

Poles

Height

Item no.

Kits and accessories

Item no.

24

750

XDB250-24

Emergency light test kit

Z-EMER-DIN

36

1000

XDB250-36

48

1000

XDB250-48

Surge diverter kit (includes fuses)

XDBP-SDK

60

1000

XDB250-60

Pole fillers 6 pack

AP-45-W

24

750

XDB250M-24

Flush mounting kit 750mm high enclosures

XDB750-FMK

36

1000

XDB250M-36

Flush mounting kit 1000mm high enclosures

XDB1000-FMK

48

1000

XDB250M-48

60

1000

XDB250M-60

24

750

XDB250M24ONEKIT

Technical
data
Technical
data
Panelboard dimensional drawings
36

1000

XDB250M36ONEKIT

*One Kit options include 25% capacity of Eaton’s compact eRB6 RCBOs
included in the delivery to aid a “ready to go bolt to wall and wire solution”

Panelboard dimensional drawings

xBoard (xDB) technical data

xBoard panelboard
xBoard panelboard

No mainswitch

No mainswitch
item
no.
mainswitch
EatonNoitem
No.
Eaton item No.

250A MCCB

XDB250-24 XDB250M-24
XDB250M-24 24
XDB250-24
XDB250-24
XDB250M-24
24
XDB250-36
XDB250-36 XDB250M-36
XDB250M-36 36
XDB250-36
XDB250M-36
36
XDB250-48
XDB250-48 XDB250M-48
XDB250M-48 48
XDB250-48
XDB250M-48
48
XDB250-60
XDB250-60 XDB250M-60
XDB250M-60 60
XDB250-60
XDB250M-60
60
Orange board (–RO) dimensions
same as corresponding pole size above.
Note：
Note: 750 high box shown with 24 pole chassis and 250A main switch.
Note: 750 high box shown with 24 pole chassis and 250A main switch.

xBoard Plus panelboard
xBoard Plus panelboard

A DIM.

Pole size
250A isolator mainswitch
mainswitch
(mm)
mainswitch
Eaton250A
itemisolator
No.item
Pole size
A DIM.
no.
Eaton item No.
Pole size
A DIM.
24 750

750
750
36 1000
1000
1000
48 1000
1000
10001000
60
1000
1000

Note：Orange board (–RO) dimensions same as corresponding pole size above.

Note:
1000 high
box shown with 48 pole chassis and
Note:
250A main
1000 switch.
high box shown with 48 pole chassis and

250A main switch.
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PE loadcentres
PE specifications –
IP42 range

PE specifications –
IP55 range

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

24

Flush or surface mount
types available.
Transparent or opaque
covers available.
12, 18, 24 & 36 pole
options available.
IP42 ingress protection
rating.
Includes earth bar to suit.
Three (3) x neutral
bars included (for
protected and
unprotected circuits)
to suit.
Pole fillers included.
Commoning busbar to
suit included.
Legend circuit
identification sticker kit
included.

•
•
•
•

Surface mount with
transparent covers
offered.
4, 6, 8, 12, 18 & 24 pole
options available.
IP55 Ingress protection
rating.
Flame retardant and UV
protected.
Other features as per
IP42 range
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Eaton offers a wide range of plastic loadcentres, available in a
variety of sizes, mounting configuraitons and IP ratings.
The PE range of enclosures are adequately sized to be suitable
for use of Eaton xPole eRB type single module RCBOs.
Aside from ease of use, PE loadcentres offer an aesthetically
pleasing design with discreet markings.

Type of mounting

Opaque door
Item no.

1

Surface

PE1E

2

Surface

PE2E

4

Surface

PE4E

8

Surface

PE8E

12

Flush

PE12FW

PE12FT

12

Surface

PE12SW

PE12ST

18

Flush

PE18FW

PE18FT

18

Surface

PE18SW

PE18ST

24

Flush

PE24FW

PE24FT

24

Surface

PE24SW

PE24ST

36

Flush

PE36FW

PE36FT

36

Surface

PE36SW

PE36ST

No. of poles

Transparent door
Item no.

Protection rating IP42

PE6ST-IP55

Transparent

Surface

Transparent

PE12ST-IP55

Surface

Transparent

PE18ST-IP55

Surface

Transparent

PE24ST-IP55

C
256
364
270
305

24

PE8ST-IP55

PE24ST-IP55

PE loadcentres technical data
IP42 surface mount

E
305
413
305
342

B

F
247
268
360
502
A

PE12ST

PE4ST-IP55

Surface

Item no.

No of Din
Rails

A (mm)

B (mm)

C (mm)

PE12ST/W

1

200

95

256

PE18ST/W

1

221

95

PE24ST/W

2

326

95

PE36ST/W

3

474

100

C

IP42 flush mount

E
305
413
305
342
B
C
D
67
259
108
76
365
106
76
260
110
76
295
105
All dimensions shown are in mm.

D

256
364
270
305

A
200
218
310
457

Flush Mounting Units

B

Eaton Part
ENumber F
305
PE12FT/W247
413
PE18FT/W268
305
PE24FT/W360
342
PE36FT/W502
C

D
9
108
5
106
0
110
5
105
wn are in mm.

100
100
100
100

210
222
325
A 473

PE12ST/W
PE18ST/W
PE24ST/W
PE36ST/W

364
270
308

Item no.

No of
Din
Rails

A
(mm)

B
(mm)

C
(mm)

D
(mm)

E
(mm)

F
(mm)

PE12FT/W

1

200

66

256

92

305

245

PE18FT/W

1

218

66

366

100

414

270

PE24FT/W

2

312

66

260

100

306

358

PE36FT/W

3

456

66

296

100

340

504

E

IP55 surface mount

6
4
0
5

F

A

F
247
268
360
502

B

Eaton IP42 Plastic load centres are ideally suited for residential and commercial applications.

18

Item no.

B
100
100
100
100

ercial applications.
12

Transparent

PE12SW

The range includes surface and flush mount units with either a opaque or transparent door.
Each load centre comes complete with:
● 1 x earth bar to suit
● 3 x neutral bars (for protected and unprotected circuits) to suit
● Pole ﬁllers
● Commoning bar to suit
● egend circuit idenﬁcaon scer
● All units are complete with ﬁxed DIN rail and have a screw lid

Surface

B
C
D
67
259
108
76
365
106
76
260
110
76
295
105
All dimensions shown are in mm.

8

Transparent

Surface Mounting Units

6

Type of door

A
210
222
325
473

A
200
218
310
457

Surface

Eaton Part
Number
PE12ST/W
PE18ST/W
PE24ST/W
PE36ST/W

Type of mounting

Protection rating IP55
4

Flush Mounting Units

Eaton Part
Number
PE12FT/W
PE18FT/W
PE24FT/W
PE36FT/W

No. of poles

PE1E

Item no.

No of DIN
Rails

A (mm)

B (mm)

C (mm)

PE4ST-IP55

1

215

98

126

PE6ST-IP55

1

215

98

162

PE8ST-IP55

1

215

98

215

PE12ST-IP55

1

215

98

272

PE18ST-IP55

1

235

98

380

PE24ST-IP55

2

340

98

285
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Customised solutions
Finding a supplier who’s willing to
take the time to customise electrical
equipment just for you can be tough.
That’s why you should contact Eaton to
discuss your next electrical switchboard
design challenge.
Eaton can specify, develop and
manufacture customised products and
solutions locally. This gives our customers
local access to market knowledge and indepth technical skills, and lets them take
advantage of emergency response and
quick-ship schedules when required.

Eaton offers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customised main switchboards and
distribution boards
Supply Authority CT and multi-tenant
metering panels
Main process control panel with PLC,
controls relays and VFD’s
Motor control centres and enclosed
control
Power factor correction switchboards
Automatic transfer switches
Low/Medium voltage switchgear

Whether you manufacture original
equipment, manage an industrial facility
or are in commercial construction, we
make a point of learning how you do
business so we can best serve your
needs. If you are ready to start on your
next project, just contact Eaton or one of
our many xEnergy partners.

26
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xPole circuit protection devices.
Protecting people and property.
In the field of electro-mechanical and
electronic protective switching devices,
Eaton always has been, and still is today
among the pioneers. With xPole, Eaton has
made a good product even better, combining
functional, installation and safety advantages.
Fitting is consequently xtremely quick,
xtremely convenient and xtremely safe.

Contacts closed

Features & benefits at a glance
•

True contact position indication
window (red – green) on front
face clearly indicates device status
improving operator safety.

•

IP2X degree of protection ensures
safety against accidental contact
with live parts.

•

Coloured toggles easily identify
current rating.

•

Safe cable strip length indicated by
true scale guide.

•

Devices can be sealed in both the
ON and OFF positions

•

Compatible with standard busbars
which can be positioned either
above or below for improved
installation flexibility.

•

Twin purpose terminal on all
connection points expanding choice
of cable termination hardware.

Contacts open

True contact position status improves
operator safety.
Coloured flag / indication window on each
pole is directly driven by the moving contact
rather than the toggle.

16
20

25

32
40
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xPole DIN circuit protection devices
The Eaton xPole miniature circuit breaker range includes switching
capacities of 4.5, 6 and 10kA in single pole and multi-pole
versions. The Eaton xPole range also includes products and
components for residual current protection and modular
installation devices for remote switching, timing, signalling and
surge protection. Safety is further increased when using the Eaton
xPole range of DIN IEC circuit protection devices which are of

the highest quality European manufacture. Eaton xPole MCBs
and RCBOs have a ‘‘true position contact status“ coloured flag /
indication window on each pole which is directly connected to the
moving contact as opposed to the toggle. Another unique feature
of the xPole breaker range is the coloured toggle system which
indicates the breakers current rating; making it easier to visually
identify ratings of each circuit.

Miniature circuit breakers (MCB’s) - PLS6 range
•

High-quality miniature circuit
breakers for commercial &
industrial applications

Description

Rating
(A)

Width
(mm)
1-Pole

Width
(mm)
3Pole

Rated
breaking
capacity
(kA)

Item no.
1-Pole

Item no.
3-Pole

•

Contact position indicator
red - green

xPole DIN MCB C-curve

1

18

54

6

PLS6-C1/1-AU

PLS6-C1/3-AU

•

Guide for secure terminal
connection

xPole DIN MCB C-curve

2

18

54

6

PLS6-C2/1-AU

PLS6-C2/3-AU

•

3-position DIN rail clip,
permits removal
from existing busbar system

xPole DIN MCB C-curve

3

18

54

6

PLS6-C3/1-AU

PLS6-C3/3-AU

xPole DIN MCB C-curve

4

18

54

6

PLS6-C4/1-AU

PLS6-C4/3-AU

xPole DIN MCB C-curve

6

18

54

6

PLS6-C6/1-AU

PLS6-C6/3-AU

•

Comprehensive range of
accessories suitable for
subsequent installation

xPole DIN MCB C-curve

10

18

54

6

PLS6-C10/1-AU

PLS6-C10/3-AU

xPole DIN MCB C-curve

16

18

54

6

PLS6-C16/1-AU

PLS6-C16/3-AU

Terminal capacity 1-25mm2

xPole DIN MCB C-curve

20

18

54

6

PLS6-C20/1-AU

PLS6-C20/3-AU

•

Rated currents up to 63 A

xPole DIN MCB C-curve

25

18

54

6

PLS6-C25/1-AU

PLS6-C25/3-AU

•

Tripping characteristics B, C

xPole DIN MCB C-curve

32

18

54

6

PLS6-C32/1-AU

PLS6-C32/3-AU

•

Rated breaking capacity 6 kA
according to IEC/EN 60898-1

xPole DIN MCB C-curve

40

18

54

6

PLS6-C40/1-AU

PLS6-C40/3-AU

xPole DIN MCB C-curve

50

18

54

6

PLS6-C50/1-AU

PLS6-C50/3-AU

•

Australian Standards
AS/NZS60898
Approval Number NSW16860

xPole DIN MCB C-curve

63

18

54

6

PLS6-C63/1-AU

PLS6-C63/3-AU

•

2 and 4 Pole versions available. Also comes in B curve versions.

Combined residual current devices / miniature circuit breakers (RCBO’s) - eRB6 range
•

Rated breaking capacity 6kA

•

Single module electronic
RCBO

•

More compact and easier
wiring

•

Fully conforms to AS/
NZS61009.1:2004 +A1

•

Approval number NSW25350

•

Terminal capacity 1-25mm2

•

Complete with 950mm
long pigtail

•

Type AC

Description

Rating
(A)

Width
(mm)

Trip
curve

Sensitivity
(mA)

Item no.
1-Pole

eRB6 RCBO 6A 1P 6kA C
curve 30mA

6

18

C

30

eRB6-6/1/C/003-AU

eRB6 RCBO 10A 1P 6kA C
curve 30mA

10

18

C

30

eRB6-10/1/C/003-AU

eRB6 RCBO 16A 1P 6kA C
curve 30mA

16

18

C

30

eRB6-16/1/C/003-AU

eRB6 RCBO 20A 1P 6kA C
curve 30mA

20

18

C

30

eRB6-20/1/C/003-AU

eRB6 RCBO 25A 1P 6kA C
curve 30mA

25

18

C

30

eRB6-25/1/C/003-AU

eRB6 RCBO 32A 1P 6kA C
curve 30mA

32

18

C

30

eRB6-32/1/C/003-AU

eRB6 RCBO 40A 1P 6kA C
curve 30mA

40

18

C

30

eRB6-40/1/C/003-AU

eRB6 RCBO 45A 1P 6kA C
curve 30mA

45

18

C

30

eRB6-45/1/C/003-AU

10mA version available.
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Miniature circuit breakers (MCB’s) - PLSM range
•

Contact position indicator
red - green

•

Guide for secure terminal
connection

•

3-position DIN rail clip,
permits removal from
existing busbar system

•

Comprehensive range of
accessories suitable for
subsequent installation

•

Terminal capacity 1-25mm

•

Rated currents up to 63 A

•

Tripping characteristics
B, C, D

•

Rated breaking capacity
10 kA according to IEC/EN
60898-1

•

Rating
(A)

Width
(mm)
1-Pole

Width
(mm)
3Pole

Rated
breaking
capacity (kA)

Eaton item No.
1-Pole

Eaton item No.
3-Pole

xPole DIN
MCB C-curve

1

18

54

10

PLSM-C1/1-AU

PLSM-C1/3-AU

xPole DIN
MCB C-curve

2

18

54

10

PLSM-C2/1-AU

PLSM-C2/3-AU

xPole DIN
MCB C-curve

3

18

54

10

PLSM-C3/1-AU

PLSM-C3/3-AU

xPole DIN
MCB C-curve

4

18

54

10

PLSM-C4/1-AU

PLSM-C4/3-AU

xPole DIN
MCB C-curve

6

18

54

10

PLSM-C6/1-AU

PLSM-C6/3-AU

xPole DIN
MCB C-curve

10

18

54

10

PLSM-C10/1-AU

PLSM-C10/3-AU

xPole DIN
MCB C-curve

16

18

54

10

PLSM-C16/1-AU

PLSM-C16/3-AU

xPole DIN
MCB C-curve

20

18

54

10

PLSM-C20/1-AU

PLSM-C20/3-AU

xPole DIN
MCB C-curve

25

18

54

10

PLSM-C25/1-AU

PLSM-C25/3-AU

xPole DIN
MCB C-curve

32

18

54

10

PLSM-C32/1-AU

PLSM-C32/3-AU

xPole DIN
MCB C-curve

40

18

54

10

PLSM-C40/1-AU

PLSM-C40/3-AU

xPole DIN
MCB C-curve

50

18

54

10

PLSM-C50/1-AU

PLSM-C50/3-AU

xPole DIN
MCB C-curve

63

18

54

10

PLSM-C63/1-AU

PLSM-C63/3-AU

Description

2

Australian Standards
AS/NZS60898
Approval Number NSW16860

2 and 4 Pole version also available. B and D curve also available.

Combined residual current devices / miniature circuit breakers (RCBO’s) - eRBM range
•

Rated breaking capacity 10kA

•

Single module electronic
RCBO

•

More compact and easier
wiring

•

Fully conforms to AS/
NZS61009.1:2004 +A1

•

Approval number NSW25350

•

Terminal capacity 1-25mm

•

Complete with 950mm
long pigtail

•

Type A - pulsating DC

2

Description

Rating
(A)

Width
(mm)

Trip
Curve

Sensitivity Item No.
(mA)
1-Pole

eRBM RCBO 6A 1P 10kA
C-curve 30mA

6

18

C

30

eRBM-6/1/C/003-A-AU

eRBM RCBO 10A 1P 10kA
C-curve 30mA

10

18

C

30

eRBM-10/1/C/003-A-AU

eRBM RCBO 16A 1P 10kA
C-curve 30mA

16

18

C

30

eRBM-16/1/C/003-A-AU

eRBM RCBO 20A 1P 10kA
C-curve 30mA

20

18

C

30

eRBM-20/1/C/003-A-AU

eRBM RCBO 25A 1P 10kA
C-curve 30mA

25

18

C

30

eRBM-25/1/C/003-A-AU

eRBM RCBO 32A 1P 10kA
C-curve 30mA

32

18

C

30

eRBM-32/1/C/003-A-AU

eRBM RCBO 40A 1P 10kA
C-curve 30mA

40

18

C

30

eRBM-40/1/C/003-A-AU

eRBM RCBO 45A 1P 10kA
C-curve 30mA

45

18

C

30

eRBM-45/1/C/003-A-AU

eRBM RCBO 6A 1P 10kA
D-curve 30mA

6

18

D

30

eRBM-6/1/D/003-A-AU

eRBM RCBO 10A 1P 10kA
D-curve 30mA

10

18

D

30

eRBM-10/1/D/003-A-AU

eRBM RCBO 16A 1P 10kA
D-curve 30mA

16

18

D

30

eRBM-16/1/D/003-A-AU

eRBM RCBO 20A 1P 10kA
D-curve 30mA

20

18

D

30

eRBM-20/1/D/003-A-AU

10mA, 100mA and 300mA versions available.
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xCap DIN chassis
Split chassis simplicity.

xCap specifications

The new Eaton xCap busbar chassis system is design verified
to relevant clauses of IEC61439, suitable for Eaton xPole IEC
DIN MCBs and RCBOs and features a fully encapsulated busbar
housing. The new xCap product allows the user to quickly
configure split chassis arrangements with standard parts making
complex installation requirements highly flexible with added ease
of installation.
Description

Item no.

xCap 250A chassis 12 pole DIN 18mm top feed

XCAP3/12 

xCap 250A chassis 18 pole DIN 18mm top feed

XCAP3/18 

xCap 250A chassis 24 pole DIN 18mm top feed

XCAP3/24 

xCap 250A chassis 30 pole DIN 18mm top feed

XCAP3/30 

xCap 250A chassis 36 pole DIN 18mm top feed

XCAP3/36 

xCap 250A chassis 42 pole DIN 18mm top feed

XCAP3/42 

xCap 250A chassis 48 pole DIN 18mm top feed

XCAP3/48 

xCap 250A chassis 60 pole DIN 18mm top feed

XCAP3/60 

xCap 250A chassis 72 pole DIN 18mm top feed

XCAP3/72 

xCap 250A chassis 84 pole DIN 18mm top feed

XCAP3/84 

xCap 250A chassis 96 pole DIN 18mm top feed

XCAP3/96 

xCap 250A chassis 12 pole DIN 18mm sticker kit

XCAP3/12PRSK

xCap 250A chassis 18 pole DIN 18mm sticker kit

XCAP3/18PRSK

xCap 250A chassis 24 pole DIN 18mm sticker kit

XCAP3/24PRSK

xCap 250A chassis 30 pole DIN 18mm sticker kit

XCAP3/30PRSK

xCap 250A chassis 36 pole DIN 18mm sticker kit

XCAP3/36PRSK

xCap 250A chassis 42 pole DIN 18mm sticker kit

XCAP3/42PRSK

xCap 250A chassis 48 pole DIN 18mm sticker kit

XCAP3/48PRSK

xCap 250A chassis 60 pole DIN 18mm sticker kit

XCAP3/60PRSK

xCap 250A chassis 72 pole DIN 18mm sticker kit

XCAP3/72PRSK

xCap 250A chassis 84 pole DIN 18mm sticker kit

XCAP3/84PRSK

xCap 250A chassis 96 pole DIN 18mm sticker kit

XCAP3/96PRSK

xCap LOAD side shroud for Eaton 3P 250A isolator 61267792 
 For 'dual feed' arrangement; add a -DF suffix to part number e.g. XCAP3/12-DF
 New shroud is required when replacing old 250A XCH3 series chassis

30
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NEW XIC
isolation chassis
2016
release

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rated current In 250A
Rated short-time current Icw 25kA for 0.1s
Rated short-time current Icw 10kA for 1.0s

Encapsulated busbar housing made from halogen-free material
Testing limited to relevant clauses of IEC 61439.1 Ed. 2.0
and IEC 61439-2 Ed. 2.0
Tests also satisfy the relevant requirements of AS/NZS 3439.1
Rated impulse withstand voltage Uimp 6kV
Rated voltage Un 415V
Tee-offs 100% capped
Top feed as standard configuration and dual feed also available
Direct retrofit replacement for Eaton 250A XCH3 chassis series

1

Select the two standard
chassis required e.g. XCAP3/12
and XCAP3/18

2

If no loss of pole space is
required, use a screwdriver to
unclip the end cap mouldings
from both chassis

3

Apply sticker kit to the chassis
to be positioned in the lower
part of the assembly e.g. item
XCAP3/12PRSK is shown
applied

4

Mount both chassis units into
the assembly and butt the
housings together to ensure no
lost pole spaces

Quicklag circuit protection devices
MCB’s and earth leakage breakers to suit xBoard Plus and xBoard Weatherproof Quicklag panelboards

Miniature circuit breakers
(MCB’s) - Quicklag range
•

Breaking capacity 6kA at
415VAC for 2,3,4 pole

•

Extensive range of
accessories

•

Approvals: Complies with
AS3111 and AS2184, Approval
Number NSW 6466 Lloyd’s
approved

•

Centre trip indication

•

Non-Auto breakers available

•

6kA at 240VAC for 1 pole

MCB 6kA
Width
Rating
(mm)
(A)
1-Pole

Width
(mm)
3Pole

Rated
breaking
capacity
(kA)

Item no.
1-Pole

Item No.
3-Pole

Quicklag miniature
circuit breaker

8

25.4

76.2

6kA

Q108

Q308

Quicklag miniature
circuit breaker

10

25.4

76.2

6kA

Q110

Q310

Quicklag miniature
circuit breaker

16

25.4

76.2

6kA

Q116

Q316

Quicklag miniature
circuit breaker

20

25.4

76.2

6kA

Q120

Q320

Quicklag miniature
circuit breaker

25

25.4

76.2

6kA

Q125

Q325

Quicklag miniature
circuit breaker

32

25.4

76.2

6kA

Q132

Q332

Quicklag miniature
circuit breaker

40

25.4

76.2

6kA

Q140

Q340

Quicklag miniature
circuit breaker

50

25.4

76.2

6kA

Q150

Q350

Quicklag miniature
circuit breaker

63

25.4

76.2

6kA

Q163

Q363

Quicklag miniature
circuit breaker

80

25.4

76.2

6kA

Q180

Q380

Quicklag miniature
circuit breaker

100

25.4

76.2

6kA

Q1100

Q3100

Quicklag Non-Auto
breaker

80

25.4

76.2

-

Q180N

Q380N

Quicklag Non-Auto
breaker

100

25.4

76.2

-

Q1100N

Q3100N

Description

2 and 4 Pole version also available. Quicklag MCB fitted with 240V AC shunt-trip
versions available.

Earth leakage breaker
– ELQ range

Earth leakage breaker 6kA

Overload, short circuit
and RCD protection in one
compact unit

Description

Rating
(A)

Width
(mm)
1-Pole

Sensitivity Item no.
(mA)
1-Pole

ELQ earth leakage breaker

10

25.4

30

ELQ110C3TW

•

6kA at 240V AC/Sym (AS2184)

ELQ earth leakage breaker

16

25.4

30

ELQ116C3TW

•

Sensitivity available in 10, 30
and 100mA models.

ELQ earth leakage breaker

20

25.4

30

ELQ120C3TW

•

Approval No. NSW20187

ELQ earth leakage breaker

25

25.4

30

ELQ125C3TW

•

Trip indication window

ELQ earth leakage breaker

32

25.4

30

ELQ132C3TW

•

Test button with preventative
accidental push design

•

Other sensitivity ratings also available.
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Reliable emergency lighting test systems
for safety of people.
ZBS Central battery system
with STAR technology
As well as providing a dependable supply of power (230V
AC/220 V DC) to safety and exit luminaires, the central battery
system ZB-S tests itself automatically and individually monitors
each CG-S luminaire (up to 20 per circuit), and it does all this
using the power supply cable alone.
The new type of STAR technology allows the switching mode
of every connected CG-S luminaire to be freely programmed
within a 50 or 60 Hz supply network using the central
battery system‘s controller. This means that maintained light,
switched maintained light and non-maintained light modes can
be combined in one and the same circuit – there is no need
for separate data cables.
The control module with its nonvolatile program memory and
large graphic display monitors and controls the central battery
system. It automatically tests all functions of the devices and
emergency luminaires connected to it, and reports any faults
that occur.
An integral search function automatically detects all
systemdependent luminaires and modules that are assigned
an address during installation. A central monitoring device can
be connected via an interface.
Features
•

•

32
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Shortened inspection
effort due to CEWA
GUARD technology;
automatic function
monitoring of up to 20
luminaires per circuit
Reduced installation
expenditures by
STAR-technology;
freely programmable
mixed operation of the
switching modes per
luminaire in one circuit

•

Less installation costs as
no data line is required to
the luminaires

•

Automatic luminaire
search function

•

Plain text display on the
control module down to
the last luminaire

•

Flexible data storage
for test log and system
configuration with
memory card

•

Modular charging
technology in the range
of 5.5 to 1,000 Ah

•

Energy-saving and
increased service life via
alternating switching of
the charging modules
and optimised efficiency

LP-STAR emergency lighting power
supply in a compact design
LP-STAR is especially recommended in case of the
separate supply of emergency lighting systems of
individual fire areas to save on installation costs
incurred by installing E30 cabling to cover different
fire areas.
The LP-STAR System supplies reliable power to the
escape luminaires and exit sign luminaires (230V
AC/220 V DC) according to AS2293.3. It is suitable
for emergency lighting systems according to
AS2293.1.
The system performs an automatic self-check and
monitors all CG-S luminaires connected (up to 20
luminaires per circuit) simply through a feed line.
The circuit type of each connected CG-S luminaire
can be programmed freely in the 50 Hz or 60 Hz
supply network with the control module based on
the STAR technology. This means that the same
power circuit is used for mixed operation including
maintained light, switched maintained light and
non-maintained light, all this without an additional
data cable.
The control module including a non-volatile
program memory as well as a big graphical display
that monitors and controls the LP-STAR device and
checks all functions of the connected emergency
luminaires according to AS2293.2 and it reports the
operating states of the entire system. The
integrated search function detects all luminaires
addressed during installation automatically. A
central monitoring system can be connected using
the optional bus interface.
The main scope for the protection of electrical
rooms is the protection of the environment against
the hazards involved with technical devices,
transformer stations and switching stations of over
1 kV. At the same time, for example in case of fire,
the operation of safety-relevant systems, central
battery systems and fixed power generators must
be maintained for a specific period of time.

Features
• Natural ventilation is generally
sufficient due to the closed form
and low capacity of batteries
• Additional safety even in case of
fire due to the decentralised
arrangement of systems
• Simple operation and
commissioning based on a smart
programming and operating plan
• 230V AC / 220V DC supply voltage
selectable to power the escape
luminaires and exit sign luminaires
to comply with architectural issues
• Standard integrated phase monitor
for monitoring general power
supply conditions
• Additional phase monitor input
including line monitoring for an
external phase monitor
• Standard eight digital 230 V input
channels for switching each
luminaire separately, for example,
freely programmable

• Automatic luminaire search
function
• Plain text display at the control
module for all luminaires

• Optional webmodule for the
automatic monitoring of LP-STAR
• Optional CG-S interface for
connecting to the CG-S bus for
CGVision or master/slave operation
for connecting several LP-STAR
devices
• Shorter inspection time using the
CEWA GUARD technology,
automatic function monitoring of
up to 20 luminaires per circuit

• Reduced installation costs due to
the STAR technology, freely
programmable mixed operation of
switching modes per luminaire in a
single circuit without an additional
data cable

• Flexible data memory for the test
log and device configuration using
the Secure Digital card
• Absence of retroactive effect of
different circuits in case of a shortcircuit due to the automatic,
selective shut-off function
• EoL shut-off, programmable as
standard
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Introducing CGLine+
Self-contained luminaire
monitoring system

Emergency lighting must be fully functional
to provide protection in case of failure of the general lighting.
Even if a single safety luminaire or exit sign luminaire fails,
depending on the particular local conditions, there is a significant
risk of accidents, for example in a stairway.

A duration test for the duration of the rated operating time
(90 minutes) must be performed once a year. This test checks
whether there is still sufficient battery capacity available.

For this very reason legislation requires continuous testing of the
emergency lighting. The operation of the luminaires in battery
mode for example (function test) must be verified at least once
every six months.

All log book entries must be kept on file for 4 years. If there are
a large number of luminaires, manual testing is an extremely
laborious process and therefore involves significant costs.

34
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Automatic testing simplifies the process Eaton has implemented
automatic test functions in all CGLine+ self-contained luminaires.

CGLine+ offers Simply the most flexible,
reliable monitoring for peace of mind.
Offering best in class functionality, CGLine+ is the evolution of
three existing EL monitoring systems combined into one.
With a simple one screen web based HMI, the system is capable
of monitoring from 1 to over 25000 luminaires offering the
scalability your project requires.
The systems is customisable, allowing for building plans to
be uploaded to enable to user to pinpoint exactly which unit
needs attention and the Auto-ID function eliminates the manual
addressing of the luminaries which reduces commissioning time.

The Web-Controller can be connected to CGVision, the powerful
visualisation software, to create the largest configuration level of the
CGLine+ system. In this set-up, up to 32 CGLine+ Web-Controllers can
be visualised at once.
Using CGVision both CGLine+ luminaire systems and other emergency
lighting systems (for example ZB-S, LP-STAR, AT-S+) can be monitored
with a single software. There is no difficulty in extending an existing
system.
CGVision takes over all the control and test functions, and it generates
a comprehensive electronic log book for all connected systems - and
does so completely automatically.
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Low energy LED solutions for
compliant emergency lighting
All products contained within our LED emergency lighting
collection have been developed or improved to meet the
demanding needs of end users, specifiers and installers alike,
assisting them in maintaining compliance with the latest
emergency lighting regulations.
Our move towards LED technology is no accident as, when
correctly engineered, it can deliver cost effective energy saving
and efficient maintenance solutions, reducing risk as well as
the total cost of ownership for the end user.

36
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Installation time and maintenance continue be high on the list
for both installers and end users, so careful consideration has
been given to reducing the cost and time associated with both
of these matters; additional features such as first fix bases,
multiple cable and conduit entry points, fast fit diffusers and
legends abound.
This comprehensive range delivers fantastic performance
across a multitude of new install or retrofit applications giving
you choice and variety across all emergency lighting platforms,
allowing you to protect people, assets and reputation for
business continuity.

Menvier emergency lighting products
Design features
•

Superior light output - C0, C90: D40

•

Energy efficiency and longer life 50,000 hours

•

Dual rate charge inverter -very low
stand by usage

•

Environmentally friendly Ni-Mh
battery pack

•

85mm spinning for new applications
(70mm cut out)

•

Adaptor plate for retrofit applications
(up to 110mm cut out)

•

Spring fixing allows installation on
ceilings from 1mm to 20mm

Design features
•

Superior light output - C0, C90: D40

•

Energy efficiency and longer life 50,000 hours.

•

Dual rate charge inverter -very low
stand by usage

•

Environmentally friendly Ni-Mh battery
pack

•

3 x 20mm conduit entries

•

Light weight PC + ABS construction for
ease of installation

Ordering information
UFO-LED

Recessed mount non maintained
emergency (complete fitting,
white finish)

UFO-LED-B

3W LED black
Theartre mask non-maintained
emergency

UFO-LED-BLK

Theatre conversion kit - KIT ONLY
(spinning and adaptor plate only,
black finish)

UFO-LED-CD

IP44 recessed mount non
maintained emergency
(complete fitting and clear dome,
white finish)

Ordering information
UFO-LED-SM

Surface mount non maintained
emergency (complete fitting,
white finish)

UFO-LED-SM-B

Theatre surface mount non
maintained emergency (complete fitting, black finish)

UFO-LED-SMK

Surface mount conversion kit
used to quickly and effortlessly
transform recessed mount
UFO LED to a surface mount
luminaire.

UFO-LED recessed

UFO-LED surface mount

Vistral
Design features
•

Attractive, curved low profile design

•

Energy efficient T5 lamp

•

Ni-Cad battery pack

Ordering information
VSMAU

1 x 8W maintained or non
maintained

Beamlite
Design features
•

Lamp heads swivel and tilt

•

Lamp heads lock in position by screws

•

Hinged front cover for easy access

Ordering information
BEN3AU
BEN3WAU
BEN1AU

2 x 21W non maintained IP20
floodlight, 2 hour emergency duration
2 x 21W non maintained IP55
floodlight, 2 hour emergency duration
2 x 55W non maintained IP20
floodlight, 1 hour emergency duration
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Menvier emergency lighting products
Kwiklite

Design features
•

•

•

Ordering information

Downlight Optic - Minimises the quantity
of additional emergency luminaires
required.

KLED

3W LED 1 box solution exit

KLED-B

Energy efficiency and longer life - LED
option offers up to 50,000 hours lamp life
and is up to 60% more energy efficient
than a 10W fluorescent tube.

3W LED 1 box solution
theatre exit

KL8M

1 x 8W fluorescent
1 box solution exit

KLK-EX

Legend kit - EXIT

KLK-RM

Legend kit - PICTOGRAPH

WG-KWIK-CEILING

Wire guard - ceiling mount

WG-KWIK-WALL

Wire guard - wall mount

KLCL

Cantilever bracket

KLWP

IP65 weatherproof enclosure

KLWPWM

Wall mount bracket for KLWP

KLWPCL

Cantilever bracket for KLWP

Slide on universal mounting bracket.

•

Optional cantilever bracket.

•

Viewing distance - 24m viewing distance.

Exlite
Design features
•

Photometric classification - Minimises
the quantity of additional emergency
luminaires required.

•

Energy efficiency and longer life - LED
option offers up to 50,000 hours lamp life
and is up to 60% more energy efficient
than a 10W fluorescent tube.

•

Gloline
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EXM-LED-WM

3W LED 1 box solution exit
- wall mount

EXM-LED-CM

3W LED 1 box solution exit
- ceiling mount

EXM-EX

Legend kit - EXIT

EXM-RM

Legend kit - Pictograph

Viewing distance - 24m viewing distance.

Design features

Ordering information

•

Photometric classification - Minimises
the quantity of additional emergency
luminaires required.

RELM-LED
EL2-P-KIT

3W LED maintained recessed
housing
Blade assembly kit - pictograph

•

Energy efficiency and longer life - LED
option offers up to 50,000 hours lamp life
and is up to 60% more energy efficient
than a 10W fluorescent tube.

EL2-RSC

SS diffuser, pictograph centre

EL2-RDC

DS diffuser, pictograph centre

EL2-RDRL

DS diffuser, pictograph one way

Viewing distance - 24m viewing distance.

EL2-RSL

SS diffuser, pictograph left

EL2-RSR

SS diffuser, pictograph right

EL2-ESC

SS diffuser, EXIT centre

EL2-ESL

SS diffuser EXIT left

EL2-ESR

SS diffuser EXIT right

EL2-EDRL

DS diffuser left< & right

EL2-EDC

DS diffuser, EXIT centre

•

Ultimate exit

Ordering information

Design features
•

Energy efficiency and longer life - LED
option offers up to 50,000 hours lamp life
and is up to 60% more energy efficient
than a 10W fluorescent tube.

•

Robust vandal resistant construction.

•

Viewing distance - 24m viewing distance.
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Ordering information
UXM-LED

3W maintained LED housing

UXM-LED-FR

3W maintained LED housing
-300 Freezer Room

UX-EC

Pictograph legend centre

UX-EL

Pictograph legend left

UX-ER

Pictograph legend right

UX-EXC

EXIT legend centre

UX-EXL

EXIT legend left

UX-EXR

EXIT legend right

Menvier emergency lighting products
CBT series battens

Ordering information
CBT218

2 x 18W, T8, mains only

CBT136

1 x 36W, T8, mains only

CBT236

2 x 36W, T8, mains only

CEBT218

2x 18W, T8, maintained emergency

CEBT136

1 x 36W, T8, maintained emergency

CEBT236

2 x 36W, T8, maintained emergency

CBT128

1 x 28W, T5, mains only

CBT228

2 x 28W, T5, mains only

CEBT128

1 x 28W, T5, maintained emergency

CEBT228

2 x 28W, T5, maintained emergency

CDP218

Diffuser Kit to suit CBT218 & CEBT218

Design features

CDP136

Diffuser Kit to suit CBT136, CEBT136, CBT128 & CEBT128

•

Wide body

CDP236

Diffuser kit to suit CBT236, CEBT236, CBT228 & CEBT228

CWG218

•

Large terminal block for ease of wiring

Wire guard kit to suit CBT218 & CEBT218

CWG136

Wire guard kit to suit CBT136, CEBT136, CBT128 & CEBT128

•

A2 electronic ballast

CWG236

Wire guard kit to suit CBT236, CEBT236, CBT228 & CEBT228

•

20mm cable entry

Design features
•

IP65 protection against dust
and water

•

Fire retardant polycarbonate body

•

20mm cable entry

•

UV stabilised, fire retardant
prismatic polycarbonate diffuser

•

Stainless steel clips

•

OSRAM T8 840 lamps supplied

•

6mm terminal block for ease
of wiring

•

Tridonic A2 ballast

Ordering information
CWP118

1 x 18W mains only T8

CWP218

2 x 18W mains only T8

CWP136

1 x 36W mains only T8

CWP236

2 x 36W mains only T8

CEWP118

1 x 18W emergency T8

CEWP218

2 x 18W emergency T8

CEWP136

1 x 36W emergency T8

CEWP236

2 x 36W emergency T8

CWP128

1 x 28W mains only T5

CWP228

2 x 28W mains only T5

CEWP128

1 x 28W emergency T5

CEWP228

2 x 28W emergency T5

Design features

Ordering information

•

IP65

DRG28NM

1 x 28 watt 2D non maintained

•

Tough polycarbonate diffuser

DRG28M

1 x 28 watt 2D maintained

•

Electronic ballast

DRG28AC

1 x 28 watt mains only

Optional grille and pattress kit

DRGACKIT

Grille and pattress kit

VPC

Photocell kit to suit

•

Design features
•

IP65

•

Tough polycarbonate diffuser

•

Electronic ballast

•

Optional eye lid

Ordering information

EBVRWO28AU

1 x 28W 2D maintained c/w
IP65 white polycarbonate
housing and opal diffuser
Decorative Circular Emergency
Luminaire - complete with lamp
and mounting skirt

VRWO28AU

1 x 28W mains only c/w
white housing, opal diffuser
- complete with lamp and
mounting skirt

VRWE

Round white eyelid to suit
Menvier Vienza

VPC

Photocell kit

VRWS

Mounting skirt - white

CWP T8/T5 series battens

DRG

Vienza
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Signalling devices
At Eaton we provide optimised protection of people, assets
and reputation for business continuity in a variety of different
product categories.
As a leader in life safety for decades, our signalling devices are
developed to comply with industry codes and standards such
as AS7240-3, AS7240-11 and AS7240-23. Setting the new
standard, our signalling devices provide best-in-class efficiency
and clear and intelligible communications.
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Fulleon signalling devices
Solista LX
Wall mount beacon

Solista LX
Ceiling mount beacon

RoLP LX
Wall mount sounder beacon

•

Suitable for a variety of
applications

•

•

Reliable, high performance
VAD

•

Available in red and white

•

•

Combines a patented
lens design and minimum
current consumption

Idea for dual use where
a visual alarm device is
required in addition to an
audible alarm

Ideal for variety of
applications including
bedrooms, bathrooms
& toilets

•

Available in red & white

•

Designed for installation
of 3m

•

Discrete
appearance
© Rights
2015 Eaton.
All Rights Reserved..
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RoLP
Sounder

RoLP Maxi
Sounder

RoLP Solista
Sounder beacon

RoLP Solista Maxi
Sounder beacon

•

Market leading
conventional sounder

•

Higher output version of
the RoLP

•

Low current LED
sounder beacon

•

•

Used across many
functions: security,
general signalling and
process alarms

•

Suitable for louder
environments

•

Device is extremely
efficient

Enhanced version of the
RoLP Solista providing
higher sound output on six
key tones

•

Ideal for notification
purposes where sounder
circuit capacity is limited

•

Suitable for use where
higher noise levels require
a more powerful sounder

© 2015 Eaton. All Rights
Reserved..
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Asserta Mini
Sounder

Asserta Midi
Sounder

Asserta Maxi
Sounder

Askari
Compact sounder

•

105dB(A) output suitable
for localised applications

•

111dB(A) output suitable for
industrial environment

•

•

Discrete sounder flush of
surface fixing

•

IP66 protection 2
alarm stages

•

IP66 protection

120dB(A) output suitable
for the loudest industrial
environments
IP66 protection

Ideal for retail, hotel and
residential applications

32 user selectable
alarm tones

2 alarm stages

•

•

•
•

32 user selectable
alarm tones

•

3 alarm stages

•

42 under selectable
alarm tones

•
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Fulleon signalling devices
Asserta Mini
Sounder beacon

Asserta Midi
Sounder beacon

Asserta Maxi
Sounder beacon

SQG3-23
Base sounder

•

105dB(A) output

•

112dB(A) output

•

120dB(A)

•

•

Low current consumption

•

Low current consumption

•

Low current consumption

Combined audible and
visual base

•

Ideal for general signalling
in industrial environments

•

Ideal for general signalling
in industrial environments

•

Ideal for general signalling
in industrial environments

•

•

IP66 rating

•

IP66 rating

•

IP66 rating

Flat base allows mounting
of most popular European
detectors

•

Highly efficient through low
operating current

© 2015 Eaton. ©All2015
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Flashni
Base sounder

LED Buzzer
Indicators

Solista
Maxi beacon

Fulleon Solista
Xenon beacon

•

Audible and visual device
which requires one single
installation point

•

High brightness LED with
integrated buzzer

•

•

Greatly reduces installation
cost and is less obtrusive
than two devices

Suitable for many
applications especially
where aesthetics are key
consideration

Flexible solution, offering
wide operating voltage and
automatic synchronisation

•

•

Allows the users a choice
between economy and
performance

•

Economy mode performs
extremely efficiently
requiring as little as 3mA

•

Powered by Xenon
technology

•

Versions are available with
the sounder and beacon
linked, or with separate
terminals

•

Can be switched to attain a
12
much higher light output

•

Cost effective solution that
can compliment audible
alarms in high noise
environments5
5

7
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CXL
Universal

Key Switch
2 position

FB
Bell

•

•

•

95dB(A) sound output

•

95dB(A) sound output

•

Unique patented alarm
bell designed for use in
fire, security and other
signalling systems

•

Popular choice for many
applications including
signalling class change
in schools

•

•
Incorporates highly
Aesthetically pleasing
efficient rotary centrifugal
design makes
it
suitable
for
10
© 2015 Eaton. All Rights
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movements combining
all applications
high sound output and low
current consumption

Combines a number of
features into one package

•

Comes with a standard
plastic and glass element

•

Integrated LED indicators
provides flexibility for
diverse
© 2015 Eaton.applications
All Rights Reserved..
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•

Switch for secure locations
where restricted access is
required
Two position switches
are available

© 2015 Eaton. All Rights Reserved..
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Bell
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Power Quality
Eaton's Power Quality solutions
provide the confidence that
power problems will not
disrupt your systems, data
and operation. Delivered
through more than 50 years
of solid performance, indepth knowledge of customer
applications, continuous
innovations and world-class
services. Eaton solutions
have been recognised by UPS
users and industry experts for
delivering highest customer
value and satisfaction, as well
as for demonstrating most
insight into customer needs
among all UPS vendors.*

Eaton product and
service range

Frost & Sullivan Award for
Customer Value and Satisfaction
and Frost & Sullivan Award for
Product Line Strategy.

•

AC UPS from 550VA
up to 3500 kVA

•

DC systems of all sizes

•

A broad portfolio of
rack-based power
distribution units
(ePDU™)

•

IT rack enclosures,
airflow management
and heat containment
systems

•

Software and
connectivity products
for power management
and remote control

•

Technical support and
maintenance

•

Complete power
quality solutions
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Advanced
technologies

Eaton has been developing its innovative technical solutions in the power protection
field since receiving its first patent in 1962. As a technology leader Eaton meets the
customers’ fast growing needs with advanced patented technologies.
Eaton’s three-phase UPS products are based on the same technical platform, including
a similar internal topology, common control hardware and algorithms, standardised
communications capabilities and a common user-interface.
•

UPS units behave in a uniform way and carry similar features

•

Product upgrades are easier as the process is identical

•

Improved service capabilities due to usage of common spare parts and
accessories across product families and standard service tools

•

Similarity of service training and documentation guarantee that customers in all
countries receive the same high level of service

•

Lower total cost of ownership

Efficient design
The transformer-free technology used in Eaton UPSs with small and lightweight filter
inductors, high performance IGBTs in both inverter and rectifier, and advanced control
algorithms brings improved performance and value. Compared to legacy UPS topology
designs, a transformer-free UPS is typically only 50% the weight and occupies just
60% the footprint. Low input THD (<5% at full load) and high input power factor
(>0.99) are supported down to nearly 10% load without the need for an additional input
filter. In addition, full load efficiency can reach up to 97%.
•
•
•
•

Data centre
white space

High efficiency
Less weight
Smaller footprint
Lower cost of ownership

Managed rack power distribution - Eaton ePDUs
The new Eaton ePDU G3 platform provides best-in-class power distribution, enabling
customers to effectively monitor and manage their rack environments. Eaton’s
third-generation (G3) technology, presents with a full line of Basic, Metered Input,
Metered Outlet, Switched and Managed models. Offering a variety of capabilities to
fulfill customer requirements, G3 ePDU’s are easy to install and reduces operating
costs while increasing reliability.
Features & Benefits
•
Integrated IEC outlet grips: Easily
secure plugs to prevent accidental
disconnect
•

High 140°F (60°C) operating
temperature: Reduce cooling costs
and maintain full functionality

•

Color-coded outlet sections: Simplify
load balancing

•

One percent billing grade accuracy:
Optimize power utilization

•

Advanced LCD pixel display: Allow for
easy IP setup and troubleshooting

•

Hot-swappable meter: Remove meter
without disruption to ePDU power

•

Measure Level 3 power usage
effectiveness (PUE): Transform billing
into revenue or utility discounts

•

Remote site management: Save time
from on-site visits

Facilities
Power XpertTM 9395 UPS with ESS
With an unprecedented level of power performance, the Power Xpert 9395 has
numerous technological advancements that creates an optimal level of reliability while
emphasizing serviceability. Key features and benefits include
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•

99% efficient with Energy Saver System (ESS)

•

Only 400V / 60 Hz UL-listed UPS available in North America

•

Provides stronger power performance with double-conversion design and Eaton’s
exclusive Easy Capacity Test

•

Powerware Hot Sync paralleling offers superior battery management, inherent
redundancy and a scalable architecture that adapts to increasing power
requirements

Software
Intelligent Power Manager

PowerXpert® Insight Software

Eaton’s Intelligent Power Manager (IPM) software provides all
the tools you need to monitor and manage power devices in
your physical or virtual environment. This innovative software
solution ensures system uptime and data integrity by allowing
you to remotely monitor, manage and control UPSs and other
devices on your network.

Power Xpert® Insight gives you the insight into your electrical
system components from one central system. Power Xpert
Insight allows you to view the device information you want to
see, easily manage alarms, and view and compare trend data.
It is designed to scale easily from a small school or data center
to a global manufacturing operation, providing greater value
over time.

Eaton’s Intelligent Power Manager Software enables you to:
•

Remotely monitor and manage multiple devices across
your network from a single interface.

•

Features & Benefits
•

Suspend non-critical virtual machines, consolidate critical
virtual machines and shut down unused servers to extend
battery runtime

Favorites Dashboard: build a dashboard on the fly to
monitor select devices that are meaningful to you.

•

•

Initiate a virtual machine move or graceful shutdown in the
event of an extended outage

Alarms: see a concise summary of all device alarms that
allows you to manage from one central location and quickly
take action.

•

•

Automate disaster avoidance with a planned migration
application, such as VMware Site Recovery Manager and
Microsoft Live Migration

One-lines: build a comprehensive visual representation
of your system using powerful out-of-the-box tools that
cut implementation time exponentially compared to other
systems.

•

Set server power consumption limits for extended battery
runtime with UCS management software

•

Energy: view and compare energy data across devices,
both demand and usage.

•

Trend Viewer: view and compare trends from any number
of channels across all devices.

•

Capacity: allows you to forecast, budget and plan capacity
requirements as well as proactively predict overall
electrical system performance by modeling capabilities.

Power Xpert Reporting
Standard reports include: Energy Summary Report, Energy Cost Allocation Report,
Power Quality Report, Branch Circuit Report, Capacity Summary Report, Event
Summary Report, Joint Commission (JCAHO) Report.
Highlighted features
•

Reporting hierarchies organise device data

•

Web browser access

•

Microsoft Excel integration for further
analysis

•

Connect to multiple databases
simultaneously
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Notes

Eaton’s electrical business is a global leader with expertise in power
distribution and circuit protection; backup power protection; control
and automation; lighting and security; structural solutions and wiring
devices; solutions for harsh and hazardous environments; and
engineering services. Eaton is positioned through its global solutions
to answer today’s most critical electrical power management
challenges.
Eaton is a power management company with 2014 sales of $22.6
billion. Eaton provides energy-efficient solutions that help our
customers effectively manage electrical, hydraulic and mechanical
power more efficiently, safely and sustainably. Eaton has
approximately 102,000 employees and sells products to customers in
more than 175 countries.
For more information, visit www.eaton.com.
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